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Abstract

Ž .Development of multi-aged stands of mountain ash trees Eucalyptus regnans in south-eastern Australia was examined
with a spatial model of disturbance by fire. Stands were represented as spatially-explicit aggregations of cells that were
exposed to spatially-correlated disturbance. The model predicted that approximately 10% of 3-ha sites would have trees both

Ž .older than 200 yr and younger than 100 yr. At the scale of areas cut during timber harvesting operations 40 ha , the model
predicted that 22% of sites would be multi-aged. As the size of cells became smaller, the scale of the analysis became finer
grained and the frequency of development of multi-aged forest tended to increase to an asymptote. Predictions of the model
were compared to survey data collected from 373 field sites each measuring 3 ha in area. Surveyed sites were considered to

Ž .be multi-aged if at least 15% of the stems on a site belonged to a second or sometimes third age-class. Under this definition
9% of 3-ha sites were multi-aged. 28% of sites had large living trees with fire scars, indicating that these trees had survived
at least one fire. While even-aged stands are common in mountain ash forests, multi-aged stands are an important ecological
component. Multi-aged mountain ash forest provides important habitat for a suite of arboreal marsupials, some of which are
recognised as endangered. The current silvicultural system in mountain ash forests is based on the paradigm that mountain
ash trees rarely survive fires. Timber harvesting operations reflect this by using clearfelling techniques that remove most
trees. Clearfelling operations are largely deterministic, of high intensity, and have prescribed rotations of 50–80 yr.
Removing trees at such short intervals will preclude the development of cavities, an important habitat component in
mountain ash forests. Without appropriate prescriptions to retain a suitable number of trees, multi-aged stands in timber
production areas will not develop and key components of wildlife habitat will be lacking. In contrast to managed
disturbance, natural disturbance in these forests is highly variable. It has random elements, operating over a range of
intensities and spatial scales. If managed disturbance is to mimic natural disturbance more closely, timber harvesting
operations will need to be less intense and more variable in at least some areas. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Natural and human disturbances are very impor-
tant events in many ecosystems, influencing plant
species composition, vegetation structure, species as-
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semblages of animals and fluxes and cycles of nutri-
Žents Bormann and Likens, 1979; Pickett and

Thompson, 1978; Franklin et al., 1985; Noble and
Slatyer, 1980; Hobbs and Huenneke, 1992; Lugo,

.1995 . Various authors have reviewed disturbances
Žby fire in forest ecosystems Kozlowski and Ahlgren,

.1974; Attiwill, 1994a,b; Williams and Gill, 1995 ,
and such events may vary markedly in intensity,

Žlocation, size and frequency Baker, 1992; Glitzen-
.stein et al., 1995 . Much attention has focused on

effects of the average time between disturbance
Ževents e.g., Chou et al., 1993; Wadleigh and Jenk-
.ins, 1996 , although variability in disturbance regimes

Žmay be equally important McCarthy and Burgman,
.1995; Morrison et al., 1995; Clark, 1996 .

Intense stand-replacing fires occur throughout the
world, including parts of the boreal forests and the

Žforests of the Pacific north-west Heinselman, 1981;
.Barrett et al., 1991; Agee, 1993 . Natural stochastic

Ž .fire regimes Gill, 1975 are a major form of natural
disturbance in the mountain ash forests in the Central

ŽHighlands of Victoria, south-eastern Australia Ash-
.ton, 1981; Attiwill, 1994b . Mountain ash trees

Ž .Eucalyptus regnans F. Muell. are generally be-
Ž .lieved to be fire-sensitive McArthur, 1968 making

them different from many other species of Eucalyp-
tus trees. As a result, it is often assumed that moun-
tain ash trees occur as even-aged stands that regener-

Žate after high-intensity fires e.g., Loyn, 1985; Grif-
.fiths, 1992; Attiwill, 1994b . Stand-replacing fires

are, in turn, used as a template for the design of
clearfelling operations in mountain ash forests
ŽCremer et al., 1984; Squire et al., 1991; Attiwill,

.1994b . As part of such activities, most merchantable
trees are removed in a single harvesting event and a
new stand is initiated with the aid of a high-intensity

Ž .regeneration burn Squire et al., 1991 . Such fires
often destroy trees that are retained on the site
Ž .Lindenmayer, 1996 . However, parts of mountain

Žash forests may be multi-aged Cunningham, 1960;
Ashton, 1981; Ambrose, 1982; Smith, 1984; Macfar-
lane, 1988; Chesterfield et al., 1991; Lindenmayer et

.al., 1991a,b; Ough and Ross, 1992; Attiwill, 1994b ,
and these areas can be extremely important habitat
for a wide variety of forest-dependent vertebrates
Ž .Lindenmayer et al., 1993a; Lindenmayer, 1996 .
The abundance of arboreal marsupials increases with
the number of age-classes present on 3-ha sites

Ž .Lindenmayer et al., 1993a . Additionally, sites com-
posed of multi-aged forest are likely to contain both
a large number of hollow-bearing trees and a dense
Acacia understorey, which are necessary habitat
components for species such as the endangered

ŽLeadbeater’s possum Gymnobelideus leadbeateri;
.Lindenmayer et al., 1991b, 1993a .

Although it is recognised that multi-aged moun-
tain ash stands occur, the area of a ‘stand’ is rarely
defined, and the frequency of occurrence is rarely
quantified. Qualitative expressions are commonly
used to describe the prevalence of multi-aged moun-
tain ash forest, often leading to ambiguity. For exam-

Ž . Ž .ple, Attiwill 1994b p. 306 stated that ‘‘two or
three age classes are sometimes found in small
patches’’, but on the same page wrote ‘‘trees at a

Ž . Ž .given site are even-aged’’. Cunningham 1960 p. 2
noted that ‘‘stands of two or sometimes more distinct
age classes are relatively common in Victoria’’, but

Ž . Ž .Cremer et al. 1984 p. 106 regarded mountain ash
trees as being ‘‘of uniform age’’. Ashton and Atti-

Ž . Ž .will 1994 p. 170 stated that ‘‘a 2-, 3-, or 4-aged
forest may result, depending on the exact fire
regime’’. Where the most recent fire was of high
intensity, mountain ash forests will be even-aged.

ŽThe intensity of a fire will vary spatially Smith and
.Woodgate, 1985 , and the incidence of low intensity

fire at a site will be to some extent a chance event,
depending in part on the weather at the time. Al-
though particular areas may be more likely to de-
velop into multi-aged forest, its incidence depends
on the nature of previous disturbance events. Thus,
multi-aged stands of mountain ash appear to be
dynamic, their development depending on the chance
occurrence of fires of the appropriate intensity.

Given the occurrence and importance of multi-
aged stands, we developed a model to simulate
spatially-correlated fire events within mountain ash
forests. The model was used to predict the frequency
of occurrence of multi-aged stands of specified sizes
and at a range of spatial scales under a natural
disturbance regime. We compared results of the spa-
tial simulation modelling with extensive field sur-
veys which examined the prevalence of multi-aged
mountain ash forest in the Central Highlands of
Victoria. Our objective in building the model was to
improve our understanding of how fire regimes con-
tributed to the development of multi-aged forest. The
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implications of our findings, both for wildlife conser-
vation and the design of silvicultural practices in
mountain ash forests, are discussed.

2. Study area and methods

2.1. Study area

The area targeted for detailed analysis was the
Ž .Ada Forest Block AFB , a 6760-ha area of forest

located approximately 100 km north-east of Mel-
bourne in the Central Highlands of Victoria, south-

Ž .eastern Australia Fig. 1 . The AFB is dominated by
stands of mountain ash which comprise more than

Ž5500 ha or 82% of the study area Lindenmayer et
.al., 1995 . Large areas of the AFB were burnt in the

Ž1939 ‘Black Friday’ fires Noble, 1977; Griffiths,
.1992 . In addition, the ‘Ash Wednesday’ fires burnt

much of the south-western part of the block in 1983
Ž .Smith and Woodgate, 1985 . Other unplanned fires
are known to have occurred in the area in the mid

Ž1820s, early 1900s, 1926 and 1932 summarised by
.Lindenmayer and Possingham, 1995 . Finally, there

Žhas also been a history of selective logging Grif-
.fiths, 1992 . Clearfelling has been practised in many

Fig. 1. The location of the Ada Forest Block in the Central
Highlands of Victoria, southeastern Australia.

Ž .parts of the AFB in the past 30 yr McHugh, 1991 .
For example, post-fire salvage logging operations
that employed clearfelling techniques took place for
several years following the 1983 fires in the AFB
Ž .Smith and Woodgate, 1985; McHugh, 1991 .

2.2. SurÕey data

Extensive field surveys of the mountain ash forests
of Central Highlands of Victoria were completed

Žbetween 1987 and 1993 see Lindenmayer et al.,
.1991a . Data on an array of attributes describing

Žvegetation structure e.g., tree height and diameter at
w x.breast height dbh and plant species composition

within 3-ha sites were recorded. A total of 373 sites
in many different forest blocks throughout the Cen-
tral Highlands region was surveyed to reduce the
chance of geographic bias influencing our results.
The survey sites varied widely in elevation, slope,

Ž .aspect, topographic position e.g., gully vs. ridge as
Žwell as the dominant age cohort of trees on site e.g.,

.forests dating from 5 to )400 years old . Historical
records of fires in the Central Highlands and forest
inventory maps produced by the Victorian Govern-
ment make it relatively easy to age the dominant
trees at a site. Two measurements particularly rele-
vant to this study were the presence of fire scars on

Žlarge living trees defined as those stems exceeding
.50 cm dbh and containing obvious cavities , and the

number of different age-classes present on a given
3-ha site. More than one age-class was recorded on
sites where the difference in the diameter of living
mountain ash stems exceeded 80 cm. Differences in
size of this magnitude are likely to reflect stems in

Ž .different age cohorts Dahl, 1940; Ashton, 1976 .
Multi-aged stands were considered to be those in

which at least 15% of the stems on the site belonged
to a different age-class from the remainder of the
trees. Sites dominated by one age-class but also
supporting a few scattered stems of an obviously
different age were not classified as multi-aged
mountain ash forests. For example, a number of 3-ha
sites located in 1939 fire regrowth contained 2–5
large living old growth trees exceeding 2 m in
diameter and having prominent fire scars on the butt
Ž .Lindenmayer et al., 1991a . These few trees did not
render the stand ‘multi-aged’.
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2.3. Modelling correlated disturbances

Ž .McCarthy and Burgman 1995 developed a model
of random disturbance and considered the influence
of natural disturbance on the spatial structure of a
hypothetical forest. The accuracy of their model was
limited because spatial correlation was not included;
i.e., points in their landscape were disturbed inde-
pendently of each other. In natural systems, the
chance that two points in a landscape will be dis-
turbed at the same time will depend, in part, on the
distance between them. For example, the correlation
between the incidence of disturbance events will be
higher for points close together than points far apart.
Correlograms, which plot correlation as a function of
distance, are commonly used to describe such spatial

Ž .correlation Cressie, 1991 . The strength of spatial
correlation between the incidence of disturbance
events may be described by how quickly the correla-
tion declines with distance.

In the model developed for this study, forest
stands were represented as a number of cells that
were exposed to random disturbances. The correla-
tion between the incidence of fire in any two cells of
a stand was a function of the distance between them.
Fires in the stands were simulated by generating

Žcorrelated binary variates in annual time steps see
.Appendix A, and Emrich and Piedmonte, 1991 .

Each variate corresponded to a particular cell, and its
value indicated whether the cell burnt or not. The
model required that the size of the cells be defined.
The area of the stand was defined by the number and
size of the cells, and the shape of the stand was
defined by the relative location of the cells. In the
simulations, the cells were arranged to approximate a
circle as closely as possible. It was assumed that
vegetation within each cell was affected uniformly,
and that the age structure of the stand was described
in terms of the time since the last fire in each cell.
The risk of fire was the same for all cells, so the
simulated stand would best represent an area experi-
encing similar climatic conditions and characterised
by relatively uniform topography.

2.4. Model parameterisation

The risk of fire in mountain ash forests is likely to
vary with time since the last fire because of changes

in vegetation structure and composition. The exact
nature of the relationship is unknown, so we consid-
ered the relatively simple case in which the risk of
fire at any point in time was constant, being indepen-
dent of the time since the last fire. Under this
scenario, the time between fires at a point in the
landscape is distributed as a geometric random vari-

Ž .able and the expected average age of the forest will
Žequal the average time between fires Johnson and

Gutsell, 1994; Reed, 1994; McCarthy and Burgman,
.1995 . The average age of mountain ash stands

across the Central Highlands of Victoria is approxi-
mately 100 yr. This age is influenced by effects of
timber harvesting and the occurrence of a single
large fire event in 1939. These two factors lead to
potential biases. Therefore, some uncertainty exists
about the average frequency of disturbance, the im-
portance of which was investigated with sensitivity

Ž .analysis. Ashton 1981 believed that the interval
between fires at sites within mountain ash forests
was up to several hundred years. In this paper, we
conducted a sensitivity analysis by considering the
development of multi-aged stands when the average
time between fires varied between 75 and 200 yr.

To simulate spatially correlated disturbance, it
was necessary to estimate how the correlation be-
tween the incidence of fire at two points in the
landscape varied with the distance between the points.
This was achieved by using a map that showed the
location of the 1983 fire in mountain ash forest and
the location of unburnt stands in the AFB. The map
was digitised on a 100-m grid. The probability of a
point burning, given that a point a known distance

Žaway also burnt termed the conditional probability
.of fire , was estimated by random sampling of the

digitised map. A point within the fire was chosen at
random, and then a point within ash forest a speci-
fied distance away was selected at random. This
procedure was repeated 1000 times, and the condi-
tional probability of fire for that distance was calcu-
lated as the proportion of times that both points were
burnt by the fire. This procedure was repeated at 100
m intervals over distances from 0 m to 9 k. These
conditional probability values were converted to cor-
relations, and a two parameter curve was fitted to the

Ž .correlogram Fig. 2 . The rate at which the correla-
Žtion function approached zero the strength of the

.spatial correlation effectively defined the average
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Fig. 2. Correlation between the incidence of the 1983 fire in
mountain ash forest of the Ada Forest Block as a function of
distance between two points. The line fitted to the data is given by

� w Ž b.x240.455 y6the equation ys 1y exp y ad , where as8.46P10 ,
bs1.329, and d is the distance in metres between the two points.
The values 2 and 0.455 in the expression are constants used to
relate the correlation between the incidence of events to the
correlation between the normal deviates used in the simulation
Ž .see Appendix A and Emrich and Piedmonte, 1991 . The broken
lines are the extreme correlation functions used in the sensitivity
analyses.

fire size. The correlation function would decline
more slowly for larger fires than smaller ones. A
sensitivity analysis of the strength of spatial correla-
tion was conducted by halving and doubling the
linear extent of the correlation function, a procedure
that approximately quadrupled and quartered the av-

Ž .erage fire size Fig. 2 . Note that even though the
correlation function was obtained from data on a
single fire, the resulting model generated highly
variable fire sizes when simulations were conducted

Ž .over the entire AFB unpublished data .

3. Scenarios

3.1. Simulations with Õarying stand sizes

To investigate the effect of stand area on the
development of multi-aged forest, fires were simu-
lated in stands ranging from 1 to 1000 ha in size,
using cells of 1 ha. Simulations were conducted over
a period of 300 yr and the age structure of the stand
at the end of the simulation was recorded. The

probability of obtaining more than one age-class in a
given area was calculated as the proportion of 1000
random simulations in which more than one age-class
was observed. Comparisons of such an analysis with
field data require that we can differentiate between
trees whose ages differ by as little as one year.
However, in the field, multi-aged stands are not
likely to be recognised unless the ages are markedly
different. Mountain ash trees are often regarded as
‘mature’ if they are older than 200 yr, have charac-

Žteristic crowns that are beginning to senesce Ashton,
. Ž .1975 and have hollows cavities in the stems of
Ž .trees Lindenmayer et al., 1993b . Hollows are gen-

erally absent in younger trees, such as those less than
Ž .100 yr Ambrose, 1982; Lindenmayer et al., 1993b .

ŽThus, the probability of observing both ‘young’ -
. Ž .100 yr and ‘old’ G200 yr cells in the stand was

also determined, with such stands being referred to
as multi-aged. Defining young and old forest in this
manner is useful because features such as hollows
and senescing crowns are readily observed and they
are ecologically significant. For example, many ar-
boreal marsupials, bats, reptiles, invertebrates and
birds are dependent on tree hollows for shelter and

Ž .reproduction Gibbons and Lindenmayer, 1996 .

3.2. Simulations at Õarying spatial scales

The simulations outlined in the Section 3.1 were
based on 1 ha cells, and were useful for describing
broad patterns in the age structure of the forest.
However, such a restriction prevents modelling the
development of multi-aged stands at scales smaller
than 1 ha in size. Modelling disturbance at finer cell
sizes may be important because several species of
arboreal marsupials in mountain ash forests have
home ranges that are approximately 3 ha in size or

Žsmaller Leadbeater’s possum, greater glider Petau-
roides Õolans, sugar glider Petaurus breÕiceps,
feathertail glider Acrobates pygmaeus; Linden-

.mayer, 1996 . Therefore, the effect of using a range
of cell sizes in simulations of the development of
multi-aged stands was investigated. In this scenario,
the size of the stand was held constant at 3 ha,
facilitating comparisons with vegetation surveys in

Ž .mountain ash forests see above . The number of
cells within each 3-ha stand was varied between 1
and 1000, representing cell sizes between 30 m2 and
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3 ha. Using 100 cells per 3 ha corresponds to the
approximate maximum stocking density of trees in

Ž .old mountain ash forests Ashton, 1976 , so simula-
tions in this case are effectively modelling the mor-
tality of individual old trees. The incidence of multi-
aged forests in 40 ha stands was also assessed,
because it is the approximate size of areas cut in
logging operations. In this case, cell sizes between 1
ha and 40 ha were simulated.

4. Results

4.1. SurÕey data

Of the 373 3-ha sites of mountain ash forest that
Ž .were surveyed, 34 9% supported two or more

age-classes of trees. The presence of fire scars on
Ž .large )50 cm diameter hollow-bearing trees was

Ž .assessed at a total of 183 sites, with 51 28% of
these sites having large living trees with fire scars.

4.2. Simulations with Õarying stand sizes

The predicted frequency of occurrence of multi-
Ž .aged stands increased with stand area Fig. 3 . Young

forest frequently occurred in simulated stands of all

Fig. 3. Frequency of development of different age-classes in
simulations with stand sizes between 1 ha and 512 ha, and with
cell sizes of 1 ha. The age-classes represented are young forest
Ž . Ž .-100 yr, triangles , old forest )s200 yr, diamonds , mixed

Ž .aged forest young and old forest in the same stand, circles , and
Ž .forest with more than one age-class crosses .

Fig. 4. Twenty random examples of forest age structure in a 3-ha
Ž .stand resulting from spatially-correlated disturbance Fig. 2 . The

stand was represented as an aggregation of 1000 cells and each
cell was disturbed with an average interval of 100 yr. Black

Ž .represents old forest )s200 yr , grey represents young forest
Ž . Ž .-100 yr , and white is of intermediate age 100–199 yr .

Fig. 5. Frequency of development of different age-classes in
simulations of 3-ha stands, and with the number of cell ranging

Ž . Ž .from 1 3 ha to 1000 0.003 ha . The age-classes represented are
Žmixed aged forest young and old forest in the same stand,

. Ž .circles , and forest with more than one age-class crosses .
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ŽFig. 6. Frequency of development of mixed aged forest young
.and old forest in the same stand in simulations of 40 ha stands,

Ž . Ž .and with the number of cell ranging from 1 40 ha to 40 1 ha .

Ž .sizes triangles in Fig. 3 , while old forest tended to
Ž .be rarer diamonds in Fig. 3 . In stands larger than a

few hundred hectares, young and old forest occurred
together more than 50% of the time. The simulations
indicated that multi-aged forests may occur in stands
as small as a few hectares. As the size of simulated
stands increased, the frequency of occurrence of

Žmixed age forest stands composed of both young
.and old forest approached the frequency of occur-

rence of old forest. That is, in the simulations, most
large stands with old forest also contained some
young forest. In the simulations, multi-aged stands
were defined as those that contained both young
Ž . Ž .-100 yr and old G200 yr forest, because these
ages have different functional and structural charac-

Žteristics in mountain ash forest Lindenmayer et al.,

.1993b; Gibbons and Lindenmayer, 1996 . If the
definition is relaxed to include stands that have more
than one age-class, regardless of the magnitude of
the age difference, the predicted frequency of multi-

Ž .aged forests is greater crosses in Fig. 3 , although
such stands may not be as valuable as wildlife
habitat.

4.3. Simulations at Õarying spatial scales

Fig. 4 shows examples of the age structure in 3-ha
sites that was simulated by random disturbance in
1000 uniform cells. Simulations of 3-ha stands com-

Ž 2 .posed of cells of varying size 30 m –3 ha indicated
that the frequency of occurrence of old forest in-
creased as the spatial scale of the analysis became
finer. At cell sizes of 0.01–0.1 ha, the frequency of
occurrence of multi-aged stands did not increase

Ž .much with decreasing cell sizes Fig. 5 . The results
of the simulations predicted that approximately 10%
of 3-ha stands would contain both young and old
forest. Up to 50% of 3-ha sites contained more than
one age-class, regardless of the difference in age. For
stands 40 ha in size, the predicted frequency of
multi-aged forest ranged up to a maximum of 22%

Ž .for small cell sizes Fig. 6 . Sensitivity analyses,
investigating uncertainty about the degree of spatial
correlation and rate of disturbance of the forests,
suggested that the frequency of occurrence of multi-

Ž .aged forest in 3-ha stands composed of 300 cells
Ž .was likely to lie between 6% and 18% Table 1 . In

the same simulations, the frequency of occurrence of
stands with more than one age ranged between 35%
and 65%. The predicted frequency of occurrence of

Table 1
Results of sensitivity analyses investigating the influence on multi-aged stand development of changes in the strength of spatial correlation,
and changes in the rate of disturbance

Strength of Average time Frequency of both young and Frequency of more than one
Ž . Ž .spatial correlation between fires old forest being present % age-class being present %

unchanged 100 yr 10.7 48.1
doubled 100 yr 6.9 35.1
halved 100 yr 18.4 65.3
unchanged 75 yr 6.1 46.1
unchanged 200 yr 11.6 48.6

The third column is the predicted proportion of stands containing forest both older than 200 yr and younger than 100 yr. The fourth column
is the predicted proportion of stands containing more than one age-class regardless of the magnitude of the age difference. In all cases, the
stand size was 3 ha, consisting of 300 cells each 0.01 ha in size.
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multi-aged stands increased with an increase in the
average fire interval and a decrease in the strength of

Ž .spatial correlation Table 1 .

5. Discussion

5.1. Fire regimes and the creation of mixed aged
stands

Values for the prevalence of multi-aged stands
Ž .approximately 9% of 3-ha sites surveyed were
highly congruent with those derived from modelling

Ž3-ha stands with cell sizes of 0.003–0.1 ha 9–11%,
.circles in Fig. 4 . As part of extensive floristic

surveys of the vegetation in mountain ash forests,
Ž .Ough and Ross 1992 found that up to 40% of their

quadrats supported trees of markedly different age
Ž .see figure 5 in Ough and Ross, 1992 . The occur-
rence of two or more age cohorts within relatively

Ž .small stands e.g., those less than 3 ha in size is
clearly a consequence of some trees surviving one or
more disturbance events. Fire scars measured on

Žmany large, living mountain ash trees Lindenmayer
.et al., 1991a also provide evidence that some old-

growth stands of mountain ash have survived fires. A
number of other authors have also noted that moun-

Žtain ash trees may survive fire e.g., Jarrett and
Petrie, 1929; Cunningham, 1960; McArthur, 1968;
Ashton, 1981; Gill, 1981; Cremer et al., 1984; Lin-

.denmayer et al., 1991a . Dendrochronological stud-
Ž .ies by Banks 1993 have shown that some mountain

ash trees have experienced, and recovered from, at
least seven different fires. Finally, a majority of trees
survived in about 70% of the area of mountain ash
forest that was burnt in the 1983 Ash Wednesday

Ž .fire Smith and Woodgate, 1985; Squire et al., 1991 .
The results of field surveys, which are supported

by the outcomes of simulation modelling, indicate
there may be considerable variation in the stand
structure and spatial patchiness of mountain ash
forests as a result of natural disturbance regimes.
This variation may occur in response to an array of

Ž .interacting factors such as: 1 fire intensity, which is
Žstrongly affected by factors such as weather Ashton,

. Ž .1981 ; 2 intensity of the preceding fire and period
Želapsed since it occurred Lindenmayer and Possing-

.ham, 1995 , especially as trees of varying age and

Žcondition differ in their susceptibility to fire Ashton,
. Ž .1981 ; 3 topographic location of the stand which

Žaffects the intensity of the fire e.g., forests on
Ž .plateaux Chesterfield et al., 1991 , andror those

within deep sheltered gullies or southerly-facing
Ž . Ž .slopes Ashton, 1981 ; and 4 random and non-ran-

dom effects associated with irregular distributions of
Žfuel and behaviour of fires Luke and McArthur,

.1968; Williamson and Black, 1981 . Multi-aged
mountain ash forest is most likely to occur when

Ž .fires are of low intensity Ashton and Attiwill, 1994 .
This is consistent with the results of the sensitivity

Ž .analysis Table 1 that demonstrated that the fre-
quency of multi-aged stands increased with a de-

Žcrease in the risk of fire lower risk of mortality of
.trees and with a decrease in the strength of spatial

Ž .correlation fires were more patchy .
The frequency of occurrence of multi-aged stands

observed in the field surveys only accounted for sites
in which there were many trees of more than one

Ž .age-class see Section 2 . There were numerous sites
not classified as multi-aged that had a few large
living trees with fire scars. Thus, the estimate of the
frequency of multi-aged stands derived from these
field surveys is conservatively small. In addition,
salvage logging after the 1939 fires was likely to
have removed trees that survived the fire, with stands

Žbeing converted to an even-aged structure Noble,
.1977 . The exact influence of salvage logging opera-

tions on the current stand structure is unknown, but it
would have reduced the frequency of occurrence of
multi-aged stands.

5.2. Importance of multi-aged stands for wildlife

Studies on a wide range of hollow-dependent
fauna in mountain ash forests indicate that the great-
est number of species occur in multi-aged forests
Ž .Ambrose, 1982; Lindenmayer et al., 1993a . A Pois-

Žson regression model see McCullagh and Nelder,
.1989 of the relationships between the abundance of

arboreal marsupials and vegetation attributes mea-
sured at more than 150 sites showed a highly signifi-
cant positive correlation with the number of age-

Ž .classes Lindenmayer et al., 1993a . The model indi-
cated that the expected number of arboreal marsupi-
als increased by 50% with each additional age-class.
This model was among an array of statistical habitat
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models that were tested using validation data-sets
Ž .see Lindenmayer et al., 1994 and shown to perform
well when examined in this way.

Other factors highlight the importance of multi-
aged stands of forests for arboreal marsupials. Statis-
tical models of the habitat requirements of species
like Leadbeater’s possum and the mountain brushtail

Ž .possum Trichosurus caninus are comprised of a
Ž .combination of attributes, particularly: 1 large liv-

ing and dead trees with cavities, which are typically
Ž .200–400 year old and are used as nest sites; and 2

dense understorey vegetation dominated by various
species of Acacia trees, which provides an important

Žforaging substrate for these animals Lindenmayer et
.al., 1991b, 1993a . Common species of Acacia in

Žmountain ash forests such as Silver Wattle Acacia
. Ždealbata and Mountain Hickory Wattle Acacia

.obliquinerÕia are dependent upon disturbance for
regeneration, and they decline in abundance with

Ž .forest age Adams and Attiwill, 1984 . Both Lead-
beater’s possum and the mountain brushtail possum
are known to occur in old growth mountain ash that

Žcontains Acacia species. Lindenmayer et al., 1990,
.1991c . Suitable combinations of key habitat compo-

nents for these animals in old growth are likely to
have arisen from recurrent fires which resulted in the
regeneration of understorey Acacia without the
widespread destruction of large overstorey ash euca-

Žlypts that are potential nesting sites Lindenmayer,
.1996 . This hypothesis is consistent with evidence of

many successive fires in areas of old growth moun-
tain ash forest where dendrochronological examina-

Ž .tions have been completed Banks, 1993 . It is also
congruent with findings that the age of the over-
storey and understorey trees are markedly different

Žin some areas of mountain ash forest Mueck et al.,
.1996 .

5.3. Implications for forest management

Presently, clearfelling is widely applied in moun-
tain ash forests to produce timber and pulpwood.
Most living trees on a 15–40 ha area are removed in

Ž .a single harvesting operation Squire et al., 1991 .
Ž .The cut-over area of forest coupe is then regener-

ated with the application of a high intensity fire that
Žburns logging slash e.g., discarded tree crowns, bark
.and lateral branches and creates a bed of ashes to

Žstimulate the growth of the new stand Squire et al.,
.1991 . The planned rotation time between successive

Žclearfelling operations is 50–80 yr Squire et al.,
.1991 . The outcome of such activities is typically an

even-aged forest containing young trees. The effects
of clearfelling contrast markedly with those of wild-
fire in which trees may survive fire, creating a

Žcomplex multi-aged stand structure Lindenmayer et
.al., 1991b . Clearfelling of 15–40 ha coupes will not

produce the range of disturbance intensities resulting
Žfrom wildfires Smith and Woodgate, 1985, Squire et

.al., 1991 .
Without prescriptions to provide for the retention

and recruitment of old trees in the presence of fire
and future logging, clearfelling will have negative
effects on the age structure of mountain ash forest
and a number of species of animals, particularly an
array of hollow-dependent taxa. This is because trees
never become old enough to develop cavities suit-

Žable for occupation before they are logged Linden-
.mayer, 1994 . The conservation of many hollow-de-

pendent species within mountain ash forests will be,
in part, dependent on forestry practices more closely
mimicking the effects of fire regimes and providing
suitable structural conditions that form key habitat
components for these animals. In particular, this will
mean changing timber harvesting prescriptions on
some sites to allow trees to be retained that can grow
to an age where they become suitable nest trees for

Ž .hollow-using animals Lindenmayer, 1994 .
Ž .Attiwill 1994a argued that provided disturbance

due to logging is similar to natural disturbance,
adverse impacts on biodiversity are likely to be
negligible. Other authors working in a variety of
forest types have made similar recommendations
Ž .e.g., Bunnell, 1995 . Thus, it is necessary to address
differences between managed disturbance and natu-

Ž .ral disturbance Lindenmayer et al., 1991b . Attiwill
Ž . Ž .1994b p. 332 concluded that effects of logging
mountain ash forest could be ‘‘considered within the
framework of natural catastrophic disturbance by
stand-replacing fire’’, implying that logged forests
are similar to those regenerating from fire. In con-
trast, other authors have argued that there are impor-
tant differences between logged and burnt mountain
ash forests, especially in relation to the abundance

Žand dynamics of hollow-bearing trees Lindenmayer
.et al., 1991b; Lindenmayer, 1996 , physical soil
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Ž .properties Rab, 1994 , understorey plant composi-
Ž .tion Ough and Ross, 1992 , and forest age structure

Ž .across landscapes McCarthy and Burgman, 1995 .
The results of the simulations conducted here, to-
gether with data obtained from field survey, suggest
that burnt forest may differ from logged forest in
terms of the spatial distribution of forest age-classes
and the frequency of occurrence of even-aged stands.

The nominal maximum size of coupes in the
Central Highlands is 40 ha, but up to three coupes
may be clustered together if separated by a road or a
strip of retained vegetation. Stands between 16 ha
and 128 ha represent approximate sizes of clear-felled
coupes. At these stand sizes, and using cell sizes of 1
ha, the predicted frequency of multi-age forest was

Ž .between 14% and 39% Fig. 6 . The frequency of
multi-aged stands declined with larger cell sizes, but
still remained greater than 10% of 40 ha stands when
the cell size equalled 10 ha. This implies that under
natural disturbance regimes, more than 10% of stands
of forest of 40 ha in size would be expected to have

Ž .moderately large areas )10 ha of both young and
old forest. Therefore, if logging is to mimic distur-
bance by fire more accurately, it would be necessary
to retain moderately large sections of unlogged forest
within boundaries of logged coupes. This would
promote the development of multi-aged forest and
better approximate the variability of natural distur-
bance. Given that some smaller areas of forest such
as stream-side reserves are already excluded from
logging within coupes, retention of larger areas of
uncut forest should be a priority if the intention is to
mimic natural disturbance regimes.

Ž .McCarthy and Burgman 1995 discussed how
deviations from a natural forest age structure could
be used to assess impacts of managed disturbance.
Similarly, impacts of timber harvesting on the spatial
structure of forest landscapes may be assessed by
investigating age structure of forest stands of differ-
ent sizes and at different spatial scales. These results
could be compared to the results obtained from the
above model to detect deviations from the ‘natural’
spatial structure. Retaining some stands of old forest
within coupes is equivalent to varying the rotation
time of trees in the forest. The retained trees may or
may not be harvested the next time the area is
logged. Depending on the average age at which trees
are harvested relative to their average lifespan under

natural disturbance, such variation may better mimic
Žnatural disturbance regimes McCarthy and Burgman,

.1995 . The model presented here can be used to
indicate how these retained trees might be distributed
in space.

The importance of multi-aged forest and the need
to modify current forms of clearfelling practices to
create and then maintain multi-aged forests must not
result in the destruction or disturbance of existing
areas of old growth forest. Large patches of old
growth have increasingly been recognised as critical
to the conservation of an array of taxa in mountain
ash forests. For example, species such as the

Ž .yellow-bellied glider Petaurus australis appear to
be virtually confined to areas characterised by large

Žpatches of old growth forest Milledge et al., 1991;
.Incoll, 1995; Lindenmayer et al., in press . Similarly,

Ž .the distribution of the sooty owl Tyto tenebricosa is
highly congruent with large areas of old growth

Ž .mountain ash forest Milledge et al., 1991 . Other
Ž .species such as the greater glider P. Õolans occur

in greatest abundance in stands of old growth moun-
Ž .tain ash forest Lindenmayer et al., 1990 . Finally,

viability analyses have indicated that the long-term
persistence of a range of arboreal marsupial species
within mountain ash forests will depend on the con-
servation of remaining areas of old growth forest
ŽPossingham et al., 1994; Lindenmayer and Lacy,

.1995 .
Specifying exact silvicultural prescriptions for

harvesting mountain ash forests is beyond the scope
of this paper. Such prescriptions are likely to involve
trade-offs between logistics, safety, wildlife conser-
vation, timber and pulpwood production, economics

Žand control of unplanned fires Gibbons and Linden-
.mayer, 1996 . A management goal in terms of the

Ždesired forest structure both within stands and across
.landscapes must be specified before any silvicul-

tural regime can be prescribed.

5.4. Assumptions of simulation modelling

In our simulations it was assumed that the proba-
bility of disturbance did not vary from one cell to the
next. Variation in age structure arose because of
imperfect correlation between the incidence of fire
within stands. This reflects the fact that the location,
spread and intensity of fires are not entirely pre-
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dictable, and they may leave some areas unburnt.
The assumption that the risk of fire is uniform within
stands is reasonable for small areas of forest, but
over larger areas, variation in the risk of fire may be
important. For example, moist gullies may remain
unburnt in a fire, or burn at an intensity that does not

Ž .kill the overstorey trees Ashton, 1981 . In contrast,
steep drier slopes may be much more likely to burn.
Such variation would further promote the develop-
ment of mixed aged forest, with the less-susceptible
areas tending to remain older, and the more-suscepti-
ble areas tending to remain young. Thus, we may
have underestimated the prevalence of multi-aged
stands in our simulations.

In the simulations it was assumed that the risk of
fire remained constant with the time since the last
fire. However, in mountain ash forests, changes in
the composition and abundance of fuel, changes in
the relative humidity beneath the canopy, and changes
in species composition may influence whether a
stand burns. In addition, changes in the height of the
canopy and the thickness of bark at the base of trees
will influence whether a fire of a given intensity will
kill trees. For the model used here, it was assumed
that fires killed all trees within a cell, thereby ignor-
ing fires of lower intensities and subsequent impacts
on the understorey. Currently, data are not available
to indicate how the risk of fire varies in time and
space. Modifying the model to account for changes
in the risk, intensity and effects of fire would im-
prove realism, but would not change the qualitative
result that multi-aged stands of mountain ash are
able to develop under natural disturbance regimes.
Indeed, variation in age structure across a landscape
may increase if such changes were implemented
Ž .Ratz, 1995 , further increasing the chance of devel-
oping multi-aged stands.

6. Conclusion

Field surveys and simulation modelling both indi-
cate that multi-aged stands often occur in mountain
ash forests. The model helps to formalise our under-
standing of the development of multi-aged mountain
ash forest. It makes explicit the notion that the
occurrence of multi-aged stands is dynamic and the
frequency of occurrence depends on the spatial reso-

lution of analysis. As stand size increases, the fre-
quency of occurrence of multi-aged stands increases.
Natural disturbance does not just promote variation
in age-classes across the landscape, but also pro-
motes heterogeneity within stands. If silvicultural
systems in mountain ash forests are to more closely
mimic natural disturbance by fires, it will be neces-
sary to promote the development of multi-aged stands
in a proportion of areas that are harvested for timber.
This will require both the retention of more vegeta-
tion within boundaries of logging coupes, and modi-
fication of existing clearfelling practices to a more
variable and less intense timber harvesting regime. A
combination of management strategies, including
permanent reservation of some forest from logging
and modification of silviculture within timber pro-
duction areas, is likely to contribute to the conserva-
tion of wildlife in mountain ash forests.
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Appendix A

The problem of simulating correlated events is
equivalent to simulating correlated Bernoulli random
numbers. A Bernoulli random number takes a value
of one with probability of p, otherwise it is zero. In
this case, a value of one is equivalent to the event
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occurring, and a zero is equivalent to the event not
occurring. Methods for generating correlated normal

Žvariates are available Ripley, 1987; Burgman et al.,
.1993 , and these may be modified to simulate the

Žincidence of correlated random events Emrich and
.Piedmonte, 1991 .

Ž .Emrich and Piedmonte 1991 provide details of
the algorithm used to convert correlated normal ran-
dom variables to correlated Bernoulli events, which
will not be repeated here. However, some discussion
of the correlation between the incident of events is
warranted. When generating correlated normal vari-
ates, it is necessary to provide a correlation matrix
that describes the correlation between all pairs of
variates that are to be generated. However, this
correlation matrix for the normal variates will not be
the same as the correlation matrix for the resulting

Ž .Bernoulli variates. Emrich and Piedmonte 1991
described the relationship between the elements of
the two correlations, using the cumulative distribu-
tion functions of standard bivariate and univariate
normal random variables. However, when the proba-
bility of the event occurring is the same for all
points, the relationship may be described by the
function

bads1y 1yr , 1Ž . Ž .

where d is the correlation between the Bernoulli
events, r is the correlation between the normal
variables, and a and b are constants. For the simu-
lations conducted in this study, it was assumed that
all points in the landscape were equally susceptible
to disturbance, so this relationship was used, with a

Ž .equal to 2.00, and b equal to 0.455 Fig. 2 .
It is possible to define the relationship between

Žconditional probabilities the probability of a fire
occurring given that a point a specified distance

.away has burnt and the Bernoulli correlation. Note
that the correlation is equal to

ds E AB yE A E B rs s , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A B

where A and B are Bernoulli random variables, and
s represents their standard deviations. Note that

2 Ž . Ž .s sp 1yp . E AB is the expected value of theA A A

product of A and B, which equals p , the probabil-A B
Žity that A and B are both equal to 1 the probability

.that both points burn . The above equation may then

be re-written
y1r2w xds p yp p p p 1yp 1yp ,Ž . Ž .A B A B A B A B

3Ž .
Conditional probability provides the probability that
event B will occur given that event A occurs

p sp rp , 4Ž .B < A A B A

Ž .Using Eq. 3 , and assuming that the probability of
disturbance is the same for all points in the land-

Ž . Ž Ž ..scape p sp sp , the above equation Eq. 4A B

may be transformed to

p spq 1yp d , 5Ž . Ž .B < A

Thus, conditional probability may be described in
terms of the correlation between the incidence of
events.

Correlation matrices can not be simply a collec-
tion of random numbers between y1 and 1. A
correlation matrix must be positive definite, which
imposes constraints on the possible combinations of
correlation coefficients. One way to ensure that a
correlation matrix is positive definite is to make the
correlation a monotonically declining function of

Ž .distance between points Burgman et al., 1993 . In
this study, it was assumed that the correlation be-
tween the normal random variates used to generate
the correlated Bernoulli events followed a negative
exponential function

rsexp yfd g , 6Ž . Ž .
where d is the distance between two points, and f

Ž . Ž .and g are constants. Eqs. 1 and 6 may be com-
bined and fitted to the observed plot of the Bernoulli
correlation vs. distance to estimate the parameters f

Ž .and g Fig. 2 .
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